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AREs. AR antagonists are thought to result in a conformational 
change in the AR that leads to the binding of co‑repressors instead 
of co‑activators‑resulting in repression of DNA transcription. 
Gonadotropin‑releasing hormone  (GNRH) agonists suppress the 
release of luteinizing hormone from the anterior pituitary preventing 
testosterone biosynthesis by Leydig cells within the testis and resulting 
to suppression of testicular testosterone synthesis, thus depriving the 
AR of its ligand, and preventing its activation.

There are multiple mechanisms to the development of resistance 
to AR antagonism and GNRH agonists.1 Alteration of the AR 
itself; amplification, deregulation, mutation and post‑translational 
modifications have all been characterized. The majority of CRPCs 
have been shown to have induction of AR messenger ribonucleic 
acid and protein expression with some CRPCs shown to have 
amplification and overexpression of the AR locus.4–7 A transgenic 
model of mutant AR  (AR‑E231G) expression was found to have 
oncogenic transformation and subsequent development of metastatic 
disease substantiating that loss of AR regulation can in and of itself 
lead to the development of prostate cancer.8 Mutations of the AR 
can lead to a change in the ligand binding domain leading to more 
promiscuous ligand binding, in some cases non‑androgen steroid 
hormone. Treatment with AR antagonists like bicalutamide may 
provide selection pressure leading to the formation of these mutations 
in many cases.9 Some alternative spliced ARs have deletion of the 
ligand binding domain, leading to an AR that is constitutively active, 
and upregulated in CRPCs.10–12 Post‑translational modifications to 
AR have been associated with development of CRPC, phosphorylated 
AR has been shown to be less responsive to androgen deprivation and 
in vitro studies have shown that tyrosine phosphorylated AR can act in 
a ligand‑independent fashion.13 Lastly, changes in AR co‑activators and 
co‑repressors are thought to play a significant role in AR disregulation. 
There is increased expression of a subset of AR co‑activators in human 
CRPC cells, which may allow the AR receptor to transcribe genetic 

DEVELOPMENT OF CASTRATE RESISTANT PROSTATE CANCER
When metastatic prostate cancer is first diagnosed, the initial line of 
therapy is androgen deprivation. The goal is to inhibit the ability of 
testosterone to bind to the androgen receptor (AR) which subsequently 
activates, dimerizes and acts as a ligand‑dependent transcription factor 
for multiple genetic elements. The best characterized AR target gene 
is KLK2 which encodes prostate‑specific antigen (PSA).1 Androgen 
deprivation has been showed to trigger apoptotic regression in both 
benign and malignant prostatic epithelium.2 On average patients 
develop castrate resistant prostate cancer (CRPC) after 18–24 months of 
androgen blockade, usually first exhibited by rising PSA despite serum 
testosterone <50. As PSA transcription is known to be regulated by 
AR, a rise in PSA is often the first harbinger of CRPC.

Although CRPC was previously felt to be hormonally independent, 
recent data implicate the continued activation of the androgen axis 
as a stimulus for growth. Xenograft studies have confirmed the 
central role of increased AR expression in CRPC development.3 
Development of CRPC occurs through two general mechanisms: 
alterations in the AR  ‑  allowing for deoxyribonucleic acid  (DNA) 
transcription in the setting of low or no ligand and alterations in 
ligand production ‑ creating a new source of androgens to bypass the 
blockade. Understanding the mechanisms of how CRPC develops is 
central to our development of new treatments.

AR itself functions as a ligand dependent transcription factor 
in the presence testosterone or dihydrotestosterone  (DHT). It is 
present diffusely throughout the cytoplasm and is held in an inactive 
state. AR binds testosterone or its higher affinity ligand DHT, which 
testosterone is converted to in the prostatic epithelium or in the 
prostatic adenocarcinoma cells. Ligand binding to the AR results 
in the release of AR from its chaperone proteins and subsequent 
auto‑dimerization. AR translocates to the nucleus where it binds DNA 
at specific sequences, known as “androgen responsive elements” (AREs) 
where it recruits co‑activators that thus allow it to transcribe the 
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elements despite a low hormone environment.14–16 Loss of co‑repressors 
may also allow for aberrant signaling‑converting AR antagonists 
into agonists.17 It is likely that most CRPCs employ several of these 
mechanisms in simultaneously, as demonstrated by a 2001 study by 
Gregory et al.18 in which recurrent tumors were shown to have increased 
AR expression as well as increased sensitivity to ligand.

Another mechanism through which CRPC develops is through 
the continued existence of testosterone and DHT despite androgen 
blockade. Multiple studies in the past 30 years have shown that despite 
castrate levels of testosterone in the serum of patients on systemic 
androgen suppression, the intra‑prostatic androgen levels are adequate 
to activate the AR.19 This evidence is supported by the activity of 
further androgen blockade through the second line anti‑androgen 
therapy such as abiraterone acetate and enzalutamide to lead to PSA 
declines and regression of disease despite patients having “castrate 
level” serum androgens.

The presence of adequate levels of intra‑prostatic DHT and 
testosterone in the prostate cancer cells demonstrates that there are 
alternative sources of testosterone. The adrenal gland is a well‑known 
source of androgens, specifically dehydroepiandrosterone which is 
converted to testosterone in the prostate through a series of enzymatic 
reactions. In patients undergoing androgen deprivation therapy, the 
levels of adrenally derived androgens are still present in significant 
amounts.20–22 Ketoconazole, is a weak inhibitor of CYP17 and 11β 
hydroxylase resulting in incomplete pharmacologic suppression of 
the adrenals use of ketoconazole in men with disease progression 
post‑castration resulted 40%–50% response rates.23 As the effect of 
ketoconazole does not completely suppress the adrenals, the degree 
of suppression was correlated with the response rate.23

Another source of intra‑prostatic androgens post‑castration 
is intracrine production in the prostate tissue itself. This occurs 
through two general mechanisms; de‑novo synthesis from acetic 
acid and “back‑door” synthesis which utilizes progesterone as a 
starting point and does not have testosterone as an intermediary in 
addition to the classical androgen biosynthesis pathway. Montgomery 
et al.24 demonstrated that the steroidogenic enzymes required in the 
synthesis of testosterone and DHT from cholesterol precursors are 
all present within CRPC cells. Using a xenograft model, Locke et al.2 
incubated cells with14 C labeled acetic acid, and demonstrated through 
high performance liquid chromatography  (HPLC), the presence of 
labeled steroid precursors leading to detectable quantities of DHT. 
Furthermore, they were able to demonstrate that when 3H progesterone 
was incubated with CRPC cells, there was conversion to DHT, with 
HPLC demonstrating the presence of intermediaries of both classic 
and the “back‑door” synthesis pathways. Further evidence for CRPC 
reliance on intratumoral androgen production is the upregulation 
of androgen biosynthetic enzyme expression for both classical and 
backdoor pathways in metastatic CRPC tumors when compared 
to untreated primary prostate tumors. FASN, CYP17A1, HSD3B1, 
HSD17B3, CYP19A1, and UGT2B17 are all upregulated.24 Relatively 
preserved progesterone levels in CRPC cells support its utilization by 
cancer cells to produce androgen.

DOCETAXEL
Docetaxel was the first cytotoxic chemotherapy approved for metastatic 
CRPC which showed a survival benefit. The previous standard of 
care was mitoxantrone combined with prednisone, reduced pain 
and improved quality of life scores without a survival advantage 
over prednisone alone. Docetaxel based therapy was compared to 
mitoxantrone in CRPC in two studies in 2004. In SWOG 99‑16, 

docetaxel and estramustine were compared to mitoxantrone and 
prednisone in men with metastatic CRPC.25 Patients were randomized 
to two treatment arms; estramustine days 1–5 and docetaxel day 2 of 
a 21 day cycle or mitoxantrone day 1 of a 21 day cycle. The primary 
endpoint of overall survival (OS) was reached with docetaxel extending 
median survival by approximately 2 months (17.5 vs 15.6 months). 
Secondary endpoints all showed significant improvement in 
the docetaxel arm including median time to progression  (6.3  vs 
3.2  months), and  >50% PSA decline  (50% vs 27%). The TAX327 
study compared docetaxel given every 3 weeks or weekly docetaxel 
to mitoxantrone given every 3 weeks ‑ all drugs were administered 
with prednisone.26 A survival benefit was demonstrated only for 
every 3  week docetaxel over mitoxantrone. Median survival was 
significantly prolonged in the combined docetaxel group compared to 
the mitoxantrone group (18.9 vs 16.5 months). Among the secondary 
endpoints, reduction in pain reached statistical significance in the 
q3‑week docetaxel but not in the weekly docetaxel group. PSA response 
rate was significantly higher in both docetaxel groups, although tumor 
response was equivalent. Quality of life scores were significantly 
improved in both docetaxel groups.

Approximately, one‑quarter of the patients in the TAX327 study 
crossed over from one arm to another after disease progression. The 
median survival after crossover and PSA response was examined 
in these patients.27 PSA response rate was higher for patients who 
received docetaxel post‑mitoxantrone than patients who received 
mitoxantrone post‑docetaxel  (28% vs 15%). Median time to PSA 
progression was also improved in the group receiving docetaxel 
post‑mitoxantrone  (5.9  months vs 3.5  months). Despite these 
differences, there was no statistically significant difference in median 
survival post‑crossover; median survival was 10  months and did 
not depend on the direction of the crossover. In addition, patients’ 
response to the first line therapy did not predict their response to 
the second line therapy. Multiple trials have been performed with 
agents in combination with docetaxel unfortunately, none have shown 
improvement in OS compared with docetaxel and prednisone.28–31

SECOND GENERATION ANTI‑ANDROGENS
Abiraterone
Abiraterone is an irreversible inhibitor of CYP17 that blocks androgen 
synthesis in the testis, adrenal glands and prostate. CYP17 or 17,20 
lyase is responsible for conversion of 17α‑hydroxyprogesterone to 
androstenedione, it plays an important role in both the classical and 
backdoor pathways of androgen biosynthesis. Use of abiraterone 
leads to undetectable levels of androgens in serum, and most 
significantly, undetectable intratumoral androgen levels‑which 
was not seen with conventional androgen deprivation therapy.32,33 
Abiraterone has antitumor effect on both chemotherapy treated and 
chemotherapy‑naïve patients with CRPC.

The first reported phase III study for abiraterone was in metastatic 
CRPC patients who had progressed post‑docetaxel.34  Patients were 
randomized 2:1 to abiraterone with 5 mg prednisone or placebo with 
5 mg prednisone. The use of prednisone with abiraterone is necessary 
as abiraterone causes increases in cortisol levels leading to hypokalemia, 
hypertension and fluid retention. Patients with histologically or 
cytologically confirmed metastatic CRPC were eligible, these patients 
had prior treatment with docetaxel, had Eastern Cooperative Oncology 
Group  (ECOG) performance status of two or less, and had serum 
testosterone levels of <50. Patients with neuroendocrine differentiation 
and those who had progression on ketoconazole therapy were 
not included. The primary endpoint evaluated was OS, secondary 
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endpoints included >50% PSA decline, time to PSA progression, and 
radiographic progression free survival  (PFS). OS was significantly 
improved in patients who received abiraterone therapy (15.8 months 
vs 11.2  months) on placebo. OS was improved for the abiraterone 
group across all previously defined subgroups  (age, ECOG status, 
pain scores, prior treatment, and disease extent) although not all of 
these differences were statistically significant. No significant difference 
was seen between the abiraterone group in the subgroup of patients 
who had progressed on docetaxel after receiving it for  <3  months, 
these patients may represent a more aggressive subset of disease that 
is chemorefractory. Secondary endpoints also showed improvement 
in the abiraterone group; proportion of patients with  >50% PSA 
decline (29.5% vs 5.5%), time to PSA progression (8.5 vs 6.6 months), 
median radiologic PFS (5.6 vs 3.6 months). The rates of significant 
adverse events were similar in both arms‑fatigue being the most 
frequently reported.

Abiraterone was also investigated in a phase III trial in the 
chemotherapy‑naïve patients.35  Patients were randomized 1:1 
to abiraterone plus 5  mg prednisone or placebo plus 5  mg of 
prednisone. The patients had histologically or cytologically confirmed 
adenocarcinoma, and PSA progression or radiographic progression in 
the setting of ongoing androgen deprivation therapy which was defined 
as serum testosterone <50 ng dl−1, patients had ECOG performance 
status of 0 or 1. Patients on ketoconazole treatment for >7 days were 
excluded. Primary endpoints were radiographic PFS and OS. Secondary 
endpoints included time to opiate use for cancer‑related pain, time 
to initiation of cytotoxic chemotherapy, time to decline in ECOG 
performance status and time to PSA progression. The radiographic 
PFS was significantly improved in the abiraterone group  (16.5  vs 
8.3 months). Median OS was not reached for the abiraterone group in 
the final analysis; the OS was 27.2 months for the placebo group and 
there was a 25% decrease in the risk of death in the abiraterone group, 
which showed a trend toward OS improvement. Secondary endpoints 
were all improved in the abiraterone arm; median time to opiate use 
for cancer related pain (not reached vs 23.7 months), median time to 
initiation of cytotoxic chemotherapy (25.2 vs 16.8 months), median 
time to decline in ECOG performance status (12.3 vs 10.9 months), 
and median time to PSA progression  (11.1  vs 5.6  months) were 
all improved. Of note, at primary interim analysis the study was 
unblinded and crossover to the abiraterone arm was allowed‑this could 
potentially explain the inability to meet the prespecified OS difference. 
The frequency of adverse events that necessitated stopping treatment 
was similar in both groups (19% abiraterone vs 12%) prednisone; the 
overall rate of adverse events was also similar with fatigue being the 
most commonly reports, liver function abnormalities and cardiac 
toxicities were more frequently reported for abiraterone.

The Ryan study was the first to show a second line hormonal 
manipulation for metastatic CPRC given prior to chemotherapy could 
improve radiographic PFS. At the time of progression, most patients 
were initiated on docetaxel treatment. Several in vitro studies have shown 
that, in addition to disrupting microtubule formation, that docetaxel 
may disrupt AR signaling.36,37 Mezynski et al.38 retrospectively analyzed 
whether treatment with abiraterone prior to the initiation of docetaxel 
affected the efficacy of docetaxel. A retrospective analysis of 54 patients 
enrolled in a phase I/II study of abiraterone was performed‑35 of these 
patients had progression on abiraterone and were initiated on docetaxel. 
Docetaxel was started for progressive bony disease and worsening 
of pain. Eight of the 35 patients who progressed on abiraterone and 
transitioned to docetaxel were deemed “abiraterone‑refractory” as they 
did not have a >50% PSA decline on abiraterone treatment. All the 

patients that were identified as abiraterone refractory, also failed to have 
a >50% PSA decline on docetaxel and were deemed to be “docetaxel 
refractory”. Of the remaining 27 patients who had >50% PSA decline on 
abiraterone and were transitioned to docetaxel, nine had a >50% PSA 
decline on docetaxel. This study had borderline significance in rejecting 
the null hypothesis, indicating that there may be cross‑resistance 
between abiraterone and docetaxel, which may be due to docetaxel’s 
effect on AR signaling. There is also concern that stopping abiraterone 
may lead to the resurgence in intratumoral androgens, abrogating 
the potential antitumor activity of docetaxel. Patients who are both 
abiraterone and docetaxel refractory may represent a subset of disease 
that is androgen independent.

Transmembrane protease serine 2 (TMPRSS2)/ERG fusion
Chromosomal translocation resulting in the fusion product of 
transmembrane protease serine 2  (TMPRSS2) and members of the 
E‑twenty‑six  (ETS) transcription factor family were found to be 
detected in approximately 50% of PSA‑screened prostate cancer. They 
are very rarely detected in benign prostatic tissue.39 In approximately 
85% of cases, the TMPRSS2 was fused to the V‑ETS erythroblastic 
virus ETS oncogene homolog ERG.40–42 In xenograft models, the 
TMPRSS2:ERG translocation was associated with resurgent AR 
activity.43 Analysis of prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia (PIN) versus 
invasive adenocarcinoma found that 20% of PIN lesions had ERG gene 
rearrangements compared to 50% of localized cancers, however all PIN 
lesions analyzed through fluorescence in  situ hybridization  (FISH) 
showed intermingling cancer foci expressing ERG rearrangements.44,45

Attard et  al.46 further characterized the fusion through studies 
utilizing FISH to identify the gene rearrangement. They examined 
the presence of the TMPRSS2‑ERG gene rearrangement utilizing a 
break‑apart FISH assay in a cohort of 445 prostate cancers from men 
who were managed conservatively. Three distinct FISH patterns were 
found; normal locus (N), rearrangement with preservation of the 5' and 
3' sequences (Esplit), and loss of the 5' sequence with preservation of the 
3' (Edel). While both Esplit and Edel corresponded to the TMPRSS2‑ERG 
fusion, cancers exhibiting Edel were found to have a worse overall and 
cause‑specific survival. Microarray analysis has shown that fusion positive 
and fusion negative prostate cancers have distinctive transcriptional 
profiles, insinuating that they represent biologically distinct disease.47–49

TMPRSS2:ERG fusion has potential utility as a biomarker of 
prostate cancer; both of presence of disease as well as potential 
aggressiveness. At present, the Gleason score is the only way that we can 
objectively characterize aggressiveness of disease and it is flawed in that 
it is a morphological test and interobserver variability is always present. 
ETS fusions can be detected through FISH at the chromosomal level, 
as well as by polymerase chain reaction (PCR)‑based assays. Laxman 
et al.50,51 showed detection of the TMPRSS: ERG fusion transcripts by 
reverse transcription‑PCR in post‑digital rectal examination (DRE) 
urine from men with known prostate cancer‑it was detected in 42% of 
patients sampled. Four transcript biomarkers, collected from post‑DRE 
urine had a higher positive predictive value than PSA or prostate 
cancer gene 3 for detection of prostate cancer in a sample of men with 
elevated PSAs undergoing biopsy or prostatectomy. Hessels et  al.52 
demonstrated that while assessment for TMPRSS2‑ERG fusion may 
have a high positive predictive value of 94%, its sensitivity is only 37%.

Enzalutamide
Enzalutamide, also known as MDV3100, is a pure AR antagonist and 
was initially found on a screen for non‑steroidal anti‑androgens against 
prostate cancer cells with AR overexpression. Unlike first generation 
anti‑androgens such as bicalutamide and flutamide, it has no known 
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agonist activity.53 Enzalutamide targets multiple steps in the AR signaling 
pathway. It not only blocks androgen binding to the AR but also prevents 
nuclear translocation and prevents AR from binding DNA and recruiting 
co‑activators. It also binds to the AR with 5–8 fold higher affinity than 
bicalutamide.53 Enzalutamide produced tumor shrinkage in xenograft 
models by suppressing tumor cell growth and inducing apoptosis, and 
inhibited the transcriptional activity of a bicalutamide resistant mutant 
AR.53 Phase I/II trial looking at enzalutamide activity in patients with 
metastatic CRPC demonstrated clinical benefit.54 Antitumor effect 
was noted in patients at all dose levels, 56% of all patients had >50% 
PSA decline, 22% had soft tissue response and 56% had stabilization 
of bony disease. Quantification of circulating tumor cells (CTC) was 
also assessed as an additional method of assessing medication effect. 
Initially 40% of patients had unfavorable CTC counts (>5 cells/7.5 ml 
of blood) these counts were reassessed after 12 weeks of therapy and 
49% of these patients converted from unfavorable to favorable counts. 
The most common adverse event noted was fatigue, but two patients 
in the highest dose cohort had unwitnessed seizures.

The phase III trial compared enzalutamide to placebo in CRPC 
patients who were previously with docetaxel and had progressive 
disease by PSA measurement or radiographic progression.55 Patients 
were randomized 2:1 to enzalutamide or placebo with the primary 
endpoint of OS. The study was stopped at the time of interim analysis 
when it was found that enzalutamide had a statistically significant 
OS compared to the placebo group (18.4 vs 13.6 months) with a 37% 
reduction in risk of death. Significant survival benefit was maintained 
across all subgroups (age, baseline pain intensity, geographic region, 
type of disease progression at entry). Secondary endpoints of >50% 
PSA reduction, soft tissue response rate, time to PSA progression, 
radiographic PFS, and time to first skeletal‑related event were 
statistically superior in the enzalutamide arm. Enzalutamide had a 
lower incidence of grade 3 and 4 adverse events, but 5/800 enzalutamide 
patients had seizures compared to no seizures in the placebo group.

IMMUNOTHERAPEUTICS
Sipuleucel‑T
Sipuleucel‑T is the first immunotherapeutic that was approved for the 
treatment of CRPC. It is an autologous CD54 + dendritic cell vaccine 
directed again prostatic acid phosphatase (PAP), a marker expressed on 
prostate cancer cells. It is produced by harvesting dendritic cells from the 
patient and culturing them with recombinant granulocyte‑macrophage 
colony‑stimulating factor‑PAP fusion protein. The activated cells are 
re‑infused into the patient 4 days later and this process is repeated 
3 times at 2 week intervals. The primed dendritic cells are then thought 
to activate T cells, which are targeted against the PAP antigen expressed 
on the prostate cancer cells. Sipuleucel‑T was approved by the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) in 2010 for use in CRPC based on 
phase III data showing improved OS.56 The IMPACT study was actually 
the third trial evaluating sipuleucel‑T. It randomized patients 2:1 to 
receive sipuleucel‑T or a placebo frozen dendritic cell product and was 
powered for OS benefit. Median survival was improved by 4.1 months 
with a 36.5  month median survival. At 3  years, the proportion of 
patients who had received sipuleucel‑T and were alive was 38% higher 
than those who received placebo. Additional data showed that this 
benefit was present in almost every subset of patients; across Gleason 
score, PSA, extent of disease, age and laboratory values.56

Sipuleucel‑T was approved based on the survival benefit seen in the 
IMPACT, without significant improvements in time to progression 
or PSA declines.57,58 Two earlier trials failed to show a statistically 
significant difference in time to progression between the treatment 

and placebo arms, yet also demonstrated improved survival. This 
discordance between progression free and OS may be a common 
finding in immunotherapy trials for prostate cancer; a similar 
observation was noted when PROSTVAC, a PSA directed vaccine 
therapy, was compared to placebo in men with CRPC. Other clinical 
parameters do demonstrate a treatment effect in favor of sipuleucel‑T. 
Sipuleucel‑T is associated with longer time to disease‑related pain, 
as well as a significant reduction in time to narcotic analgesic use, 
which may reflect the immune antitumor effect.59 Additional studies 
have specifically examined markers of immune activation in patients 
receiving sipuleucel‑T and found that markers of APC activation, 
antigen‑specific T‑cells, and peripheral immune response correlated 
with survival in patients receiving sipuleucel‑T.60 This enhanced 
population of antigen‑specific T cells may be the mechanism of 
improved OS in sipuleucel‑T.

Prostate specific membrane antigen (PSMA)
Another recent focus of immunotherapy in CRPC is prostate specific 
membrane antigen (PSMA). This transmembrane protein is expressed 
in 84%–100% of prostate cancers, restricted to the prostatic epithelium 
and upregulated after androgen suppression. Prostascint® is an FDA 
approved imaging agent that using 111indium labeled antibody to an 
internal epitope of PSMA to image occult prostate cancer metastases. 
The development of multiple antibodies directed at external epitopes of 
PSMA, conjugated with radioactive isotopes or cytotoxic compounds, 
uses PSMA a therapeutic target. PSMA analog to digital converter with 
ADC is a fully human monoclonal antibody to PSMA that is conjugated to 
monomethyl auristatin E, an anti‑tubulin. It was evaluated in the in vitro 
setting and found to be highly effective in killing cells with high PSMA 
expression.61 Phase I studies in patient treated with prior chemotherapy 
have demonstrated clinical activity above 1.8 mg kg−1. Phase II studies 
have recently been completed in docetaxel refractory62 patients.

CONCLUSIONS
Significant gains in our understanding of the pathogenesis of 
prostate cancer and its treatment in the past 5  years. We have 
developed new agents that extend the life in CRPC. There remain 
many questions, particularly regarding the optimum timing 
and sequencing and combining of second generation anti‑androgens 
and immunotherapeutics with conventional anti‑androgen therapy 
and cytotoxic chemotherapy therapy. The overall therapeutic goal is 
to maximize treatment effect while minimizing toxicity.
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